
Exploring North and South America Landforms and Locations 
Using the provided maps of North and South to explore the world a little by finding these landforms and locations. 
 

1. Circle and label the Andes Mountain Range. 

2. Label the Mississippi Rivers. 

3. Find and label each ocean, gulf and sea. 

4. Label the Great Lakes and Hudson Bay. 

5. Label the state you were born in. 

6. Label the Beaufort Sea. 

7. Label and outline the Rocky Mountains and Appalachian Mountains. 

8. Label and outline the Great and Coastal Plains. 

9. Label and outline the Sierra Madres and the Sierra Nevadas. 

10. Label and outline the Colorado River. 

11. Circle and label Yellowstone. 

12. Circle and label Mt. McKinley. 

13. Outline and label Missouri River. 

14. Label the Bering Strait. 

15. Outline and label the Continental Divide. 

16. Outline and label the Aleutian Islands. 

17. Place a point on the map and label Meteor Crater. 

18. Place a point and label Niagara Falls. 

19. Place a dot and label Mt. Rushmore. 

20. Circle and label Cape Horn. 

21. Circle and label Falkland Islands. 

22. Outline and circle Las Pampas in South America. 

23. Circle and label the Amazonian River Basin. 

24. Place a dot and label the Iguazu Falls. 

25. Place a dot and label Aconcagua. 
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Teacher Reflections, Suggestions, and Procedures 

● The purpose of this assignment is to just get students to look on a map, locate specific areas and to introduce 
them to some pretty cool landforms. 

● I use this assignment to introduce the concept of landforms and landmarks across the world. 
● After I am finished I discuss some the the landforms and show images of some of my favorite place in the 

form of a presentation. You can access the presentation here. 
http://earthscience.xyz/LandformsOfNorthAndSouthAmerica 

● The assignment takes about an hour.  I do let the students divide and conquer the task so that we are sure to 
get done.  I like to show the presentation before the class is dismissed. 

● To save paper, I only print off a classroom set of the numbered portion.  Every Student gets the maps, double 
sided. 
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